Immigration Woes: Riders And Grooms Stuck Across The Border
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No Place
Like Home?

Chasing “the American dream” is
becoming a nightmare for foreign-born
riders, trainers and grooms.
BY JENNIFER M. KEELER

*Names have been changed to protect
the identities of parties involved in
ongoing legal proceedings regarding
their visa petitions.

S

arah* grew up in love with
horses and always knew she’d
spend her life working with
them. She became a professional
groom and managed barns for international-level U.S. eventing and jumper
riders, lovingly cared for elite equine
athletes, and traveled to three Olympic
Games where she proudly wore gear
emblazoned with the Stars and Stripes as
a valued member of Team USA.
But everything changed last fall
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when she returned Stateside following
a European show. After an extensive
interrogation and delay at the airport,
customs officials delivered shocking
news to the British-born Sarah: Her
visa, which had allowed her to live and
work legally in the United States for the
last 12 years and which was renewed
just three months prior, had now been
inexplicably revoked. She was given
three days to gather her belongings, quit
her job, break the lease on her apart-

ment, sell her car, say goodbye to loved
ones, and go back to a country she no
longer considered home.
Horse sports in the United States
depend not only upon riders and
drivers, but also on a diverse group of
grooms, trainers and coaches who live
and work here legally, many of whom
offer services that directly benefit and
support American equestrians. But
in today’s volatile political climate,
immigration has become one of the
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I was a good alien citizen in
America; I paid taxes, bought
a car, built a life there.”

most sensitive issues up for debate,
and the repercussions are reaching
into the horse world. As unlikely as it
may seem, Sarah’s story is exactly the
type of scenario that experts say is now
happening with increasing frequency.

The Answer Is No

In order for foreign citizens to legally
live and work in the United States, they
usually need to apply for a visa, which
is approved by the U.S. Citizenship and

Immigration Services. This process
has allowed generations of international horsemen and women to come to
America and participate in equestrian
sport.
But Laurie Volk of White Post, Va., an
attorney who’s specialized in immigration law for horsemen for 15 years, has
experienced how recent policy changes
with the USCIS are affecting these
equestrians.
“There has been a very dramatic
change at the USCIS with regard to
the adjudication of nonimmigrant
visa petitions for foreign riders, horse
trainers and skilled grooms,” said Volk.
“It is much more difficult to obtain a
visa today, in part because USCIS has
raised the bar, but also because USCIS
has created new, artificial barriers to
approval for anyone engaged in horse
sports. To give you an idea, in the last 15
years I received only two final denials;
in just the last year I have received more
than 20 denials and had several petitions revoked. From what I have seen
it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to get a visa petition approved for
a highly qualified international level
competitor, horse trainer or supporting
groom at this time.
“While the P-1 visa category remains
available for the highest-level riders
competing at the elite international
level, the O-1 visa category, previously
available for upper-level horse trainers
and experienced head grooms, has been
shut down by USCIS,” she continued.
“At this point, there is no visa category
available for full-time horse trainers
or head grooms. Not only are new visa
petitions being denied, but petitions
to extend or change the employer for
previously approved P and O visas are
being challenged and denied.”
Mary* experienced this change
in policy firsthand. Originally from
Ontario, she first came to the United
States in 2010 to work as a groom
with a 12-month visa called a J-1.

When it expired, she obtained a new
visa without incident. When a new
opportunity presented itself this
spring with a top eventing barn, Mary
happily accepted the position. Since
she intended to stay in America for
many years to come, instead of simply
switching employers she proactively
applied for a brand new visa with the
help of an immigration attorney.
That’s when things went terribly
wrong. “We used the same application
which was approved with no problem
before, and even used the same process
whereby I actually applied in person
at the border,” said Mary. “I sat there
for five hours while they reviewed my
application, and they made me turn
around. There was no way for me to
get into the States where my life is. I
had only gone to Canada for three days
to visit family and never thought that
I wouldn’t be able to go back, so I only
had an overnight bag with me.
“I was hysterical,” she continued. “I
begged to be allowed to go to the U.S.
just to get my stuff, and they finally
granted me ‘parole’ where I had a week
to gather my belongings and get out.
Your life is completely at the mercy of
government officials. I was a good alien
citizen in America; I paid taxes, bought
a car, built a life there. But all of that
means nothing to them.”
Additional attempts to obtain
approval for Mary’s visa petition were
unsuccessful. “I couldn’t win any way
I went, and along the way we were
hearing from more and more people in
the horse world that their visas were
being denied too,” she said.
And it wasn’t only Mary’s life that was
turned upside down. “That FEI-level U.S.
event rider I was supposed to go work for
is now out of luck,” she said. “She really
went to bat for me, had to submit a lot of
paperwork and pay thousands of dollars
in fees, all for nothing. She was counting
on having a head groom and now
is without that help that she needs,
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They’re
trying to
do it by the
book, and
they’re being
kept out.”
–LAURIE VOLK

so it affects her business. I know others
are doing things under the table, but we
wanted to be legal from the beginning,
and this is what we get. It’s not right.”

A Sensitive Subject
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Regardless of political affiliation,
mention the word “immigration,” and
debate will rage.
“It can be hard to talk about this
subject because people have very
strong opinions about immigration,
but horsemen have to realize that this
particular topic has nothing to do with
the issue of undocumented workers,”
Volk said. “These are people spending
a lot of money to do things the right
way; they are law-abiding American
employers and highly qualified foreign
riders, trainers and grooms who
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represent part of multi-million dollar
investments in horses and equestrian
sport. They’re the people you want to
add to your country as contributing
members of society. They want to come
here to work, and they add a big part to
the economy, so it’s all positive. They’re
trying to do it by the book, and they’re
being kept out.”
Volk emphasized that many people
think this is an issue that only affects
foreign citizens, not realizing the direct
impact on U.S. riders.
“It is extremely difficult to find highly
trained, well-experienced upper-level
grooms in the U.S., and these individuals occupy a critical position for
our top athletes,” she said. “Also, many
riders of all levels depend upon trainers
and coaches who are foreign citizens
but live and work here. Therefore, these
issues must be addressed with USCIS
if the needs of U.S. athletes and their
employers are to be met.”
“I’d love to say that we can find
Americans to do these jobs, but the fact
is that the pool of qualified candidates
in Europe is much greater because the
sport is so much more developed, and
there is also a big cultural difference,”
said Murray Kessler, father of Olympian
Reed Kessler.
“To be blunt, most Americans don’t
tend to think of grooming as a career,
whereas in Europe these people are
well-respected professionals,” he
continued. “So for the most part, at

It’s not just foreign citizens
who are affected by visa
denials. Reed Kessler, shown
here competing at the
Aachen CHIO in Germany,
isn’t coming home to the
United States any time soon
because her stable manager,
Stacey Hall, can’t get her
visa renewed, despite many
previous approvals.
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the elite level of the
sport, the people who
manage the barns
and run the teams for
top riders are coming
from other countries.
They have the right
highly technical experience and willingness
to do those jobs where
there’s a lot of responsibility and a lot at
stake. Just like a crew
chief in car racing or
a caddie in golf, these
grooms are critical
members of the rider’s
team.”

Hurting The
Home Team

The problem with visa approvals has
hit close to home for the Kesslers. “We
have primarily worked with people with
O-class visas, and in the past it’s been
pretty straightforward with application and approval,” said Murray. “But
now everything’s come to a screeching
halt. I don’t have a full understanding
of why, but it’s had a huge effect on us.
For example, Stacey Hall runs Reed’s
whole team for us; she’s like Reed’s right
hand. For years she has come through
the entire process fine, doing everything the right way, but now her visa
has been rejected. We’ve spent tens of
thousands of dollars trying to get this
through, to no avail. This isn’t OK. We
are a legitimate case for these visas, and
there are many more like ours. We’re
hearing from many other riders who are
running into the same problem.”
Where does that leave these riders
and owners who are losing critical
support staff? “Right now we’re out of
luck,” said Murray. “Reed is competing

in Europe, and we know that Stacey
can’t come back to the U.S. with her, so
for now Reed is staying there until we
figure this out. And what really irritates
me is that while this is going on, she
remains on our payroll which means
we’re paying taxes to the U.S. government as her employer, and Stacey pays
taxes and files a tax return as well, yet
she’s not allowed to come back into the
country.”
Volk said no one is getting visa petitions approved for horsemen and
women in the O category anymore.
“That’s why I’m trying to get our
national organizations fired up on this:
It’s affecting their sport!” she said.
“There are new, unreasonable and
artificial barriers to approval of petitions and new interpretations being
given to existing laws and regulations.
These issues must be resolved with the
USCIS, or there will continue to be no
visa petitions approved for these otherwise qualified individuals who work in

equine sports, and this will have a huge
negative impact.”

Riders Are Feeling The
Pinch Too

Foreign riders who endeavor to spend
more than a few months in the United
States are also being affected by the
visa freeze. “It’s always possible for an
athlete who just wants to come into the
country and ride in a competition or two
and then go home to do that on a visitor
visa,” said Volk. “But if someone wants
to stay here and work on a meaningful
scale [and be paid by a U.S. employer],
that won’t work. They would need to
apply for a P-1 athlete visa. These are
also now being denied. So much of
equestrian sport is made up of foreign
riders, who support the sport and help
pay for it. If they can’t come, stay and
compete here as much as before, it will
affect the international landscape of
horse sport in this country.”
One of those international competi-

tors who will no longer be able to
support American horse sport is Liz*,
a Canadian citizen who’s lived in the
United States for five years with a P-1
visa and competed in top events up and
down the East Coast. She went through
a transfer and extension process with
her visa in the past without any problems, so Liz didn’t think twice when she
applied for another transfer last fall.
“For some reason USCIS treated it
as a new visa application and denied
it,” she said. “First they asked for more
evidence, which we submitted, but
nothing was enough. It didn’t matter
that I had letters from my national
chef d’equipe, selectors and other elite
athletes. I was actually at a horse show
in March when I got the call from my
attorney that I had received a final
denial, and I had to end my life here and
go home. I got back to my trailer and
had a complete meltdown.
“I came to America to make
myself better in the sport. I literAugust 4, 2014 • chronofhorse.com 75
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ally packed all my stuff in the back
were not well trained and don’t know
of the truck and drove 4,000 miles
the laws or how to interpret qualificabecause I realized I needed to be in the
tions. So to an immigration examiner
U.S. in order to compete against some
who doesn’t understand equestrian
of the best,” she continued. “Now I’ve
sport, a jockey could be anyone who sits
established a life here; I don’t have a
on a horse, whether jumper or dressage
life in Canada anymore. I have a bunch
rider or whatever, so they apply blanket
of clients here, a good business going,
denials to everyone. I think they just
fantastic new horse owners, and I’m
didn’t realize the effect, without intenin a serious relationship. I work hard,
tion of devastating the horse industry,
pay taxes, have a truck loan—all my
but it has.”
money is spent here in the U.S.! I’ve
USCIS officials deny any shift in their
done everything by the book. Now it
visa policy.
could all be over,
“I am not aware of
and it’s devastating.
any policy change,
You never think this
shift or revision that
would happen. There
impacts equestrianare so many people
related sports and
here illegally, and
petitions for visas,”
they seem to be fine.
said Bill Wright, a
You’re trying to do
spokesman for USCIS
things the right way,
in Washington, D.C.
and this shouldn’t be
“Our agency adjuso hard. I thought we
dicates petitions for
were the good guys,
immigration benefits
but the government
on a case by case basis
doesn’t seem to want
in accordance with
people like me here
immigration law.”
anymore.”
The American
–MURRAY KESSLER
Horse Council and
Why Is This
other national horse
Happening?
organizations have looked into the issue.
What’s prompted such a dramatic shift
“For the most part, the horse show
in the USCIS attitude towards equesindustry has not had problems with
trian visas?
the immigration system,” said Ben
“Apparently, at some point there
Pendergrass, AHC vice president of
was a high incidence of fraud with visa
government affairs. “However, recently
petitions in the horse racing industry,
the AHC and some of our member
where they were trying to bring in
organizations have heard from immigragrooms under the classification of
tion attorneys and others who say they
jockeys,” explained Volk. “So now the
are experiencing problems obtaining
USCIS seems to have decided that riders
P-1 and O-1 visas for foreigners who
in all horse sports are suspect, peticompete or work in the horse show
tions should be especially scrutinized,
industry. That said, we have also heard
and not to approve any petitions for
from others who are getting visas
‘jockeys.’ In addition, because of the
approved.
fraud they decided to institute certain
“The AHC, along with its members’
new requirements, which may make
organizations like the U.S. Equestrian
sense for other sports such as tennis or
Federation, have been trying to detergolf, but don’t apply to horse sport.
mine whether some horse show visa
“Also, about a year ago the Senate
applications are being inappropripassed an immigration bill,” Volk
ately delayed or denied by USCIS,”
continued. “There was a lot of
he continued. “It is not entirely clear
momentum behind it, and many
whether the reports we have heard are
thought it might get passed through
isolated, or the visa denials are justithe House and become comprehensive
fied, or if there has been a change in
immigration reform. So in anticipation,
the manner USCIS processes P-1 and
USCIS hired a lot of new people who
O-1 visas for the horse industry. But

These
grooms
are critical
members of
the rider’s
team.”
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the AHC is concerned that a process
that has worked may be changing. It is
important that we continue to hear from
members of the horse community so we
can find out the cause of the problem, if
there is one, and how broad it is.”
“The USEF has been working closely
with the American Horse Council
and the USOC Government Relations
Department to determine if there has
been a change in the visa application or
renewal procedure used by USCIS that
may have resulted in USCIS improperly
denying visa applications or renewals or
that is otherwise different from recent
past practice,” said Christopher C.
Welton, the new USEF CEO. “Proper
and prompt issuance of visas for
necessary individuals is critical to the
success of our team and athletes. We
will continue to investigate these reports
and work to ensure that our athletes
are afforded the opportunity to excel in
international competition.”

No Easy Answers

“I thought we were the good
guys, but the government
doesn’t seem to want people
like me here anymore,” said
one Canadian citizen who has
lived and competed in the
United States for five years
on a P-1 visa but has now had
her transfer denied. “I work
hard, pay taxes, have a truck
loan—all my money is spent
here in the U.S.! I’ve done
everything by the book.”

spent all my time in
Murray and Volk stress
recent months working
that our national equine
with other immigraorganizations need to
tion lawyers, equine
take action to address
industry leaders, the
EB33/ISTOCKPHOTO.COM PHOTO
this issue, but a path
governing bodies for
for navigating political
equine sports, lobbywaters is uncertain.
ists and congressional
“These policy changes interfere with
offices to try to resolve these difficulties,
our ability to compete successfully in
but a year has passed and no progress
equestrian sport for our country, and
has been made.
yet USCIS has been unwilling to listen,”
“I feel the first step is to begin a dialog
said Murray. “The answer of ‘that’s too
with USCIS, show them the information
bad’ just isn’t acceptable. Something
about how these visa petition denials
needs to be done, but I don’t know
are a widespread problem for our
what.”
industry, and say, ‘There’s something
Volk agreed. “There are serious
wrong here,’ ” she continued. “From
internal political struggles at USCIS
my perspective it is important to underand other factors that have now created
stand why they instituted these changes
enormous problems for the equine
in order that we might work out a mutuindustry,” she said. “These changes
ally satisfactory solution that meets the
have decimated my practice, and I’m
requirements of immigration law and
processing hardly any visas right now
regulations while making reasonable
because nothing’s being approved. I’ve
accommodations for equine sports. We

can help them understand the situation
as well as suggest ways to improve the
system and try to prevent future fraud
without throwing all equine-related
petitions out the window.”
Murray, who currently sits on the
USEF Board of Directors, concurred
that action by national equine organizations is needed but may not be
enough. “We need to try to lobby and
get some legislation passed, but does
the horse industry have enough of
a voice in this country to make any
difference? That’s a good question,”
he said. “I’ve even contacted my
congressman from Lexington, Ky.,
who chairs the congressional horse
caucus and who has tried to help to
no avail, so perhaps the best thing to
do at the moment is raise awareness
and try to find a short-term solution.
If you’re looking for broad-spectrum
immigration reform, you’ll be waiting
for a very long time.”
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